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SOUND AND LIGHT
IN SEATTLE

With big-screcn projection of slides,

vidcos. and on-line demonstrations,
"Translation and Computers" onc3

again made a splash in its three three-
hour sessions, now recognized as z
regular part of the Annud ATA Con-
ference program.

Information Transfer

The first session, held on Thursday
afternoon, October 13, reviewed dif-
ferent ways in which computers have
been, and are beiog used to transfer in-
formation and raw data on a real-time
basis. The kepote, "MT as a Platform
for Value-Added Services," outlined
the uses of MT in the corporate en-
vironment, the small business, and the
individual PC-based setting to retrieve
information on-line from data bases in
languages other than English and from
English into other target languages.
The benefits are considered to be
"value-added" because they would not
be available without MT. Real-time in-
formation retrieval is normally beyond
the province of regular translators: one
does not know ahead of time what in-
formation is going to be requested (it
would therefore not pay to translate a
whole data base), atrd the translation
has to be instantaneous in order to per-
mit continued searchittg. Author David
Penniman, AT&T's Director of Library
and Information Systems, unfortunate-
ly could not be present, and the pap€r
was read by Astrid Johanson.

Notes provided by Professor
Michael Zarechoak of Georgetown
University, head of the team that
developed the Russian-English MT
system used for many years by the U.S.
Atomic Energy Agency, provided the
basis for a talk on the tradition of MT
in the transfer of information. The ini-
tial impetus for MT in the late 1950's
was the need to keep up with scientific
and technical information in the Soviet
Union. Later MT began to be used for
translation from English into foreign
languages, especially for documenta-
tion to help sell products being
marketed overseas. Recently, with the
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proliferation of data bases, there has
been a renewed interest in MT for.in-
formation purposes.

The MT system in longest use for in-
formation purposes is Systran, whose
Russian-English combination was en-
listed to search Soviet scientific litera-
ture at the U.S. Air Force Foreign
Technolog5r Division in 1970 and con-
tinues to do this job until today. Alan
Portela spoke on behalf of Systran and
cited various applications in which the
compan/s MT products are employed
for the transfer of information.

In another example of information-
t)?e MT, Yvon Bergeroq Director of
On-Line Information Retrieval in the
Canadian Office of Employment and
Immigration, reported on the use of this
technology to handle vacancy notices
generated through the national job
bank. More than a million messages
are translated each month fromEnglish
into French by Smart Communications'
Traducteur SMART.

Sometimes a data base will tail to in-
dicate the language that the text is ,n.
While a translator can usually tell at a
glance, the computer is at a loss: it does
not knowwhich translation program to
call into servi.ce. In order to deal with
this problem, Ken Beesley of ALP Sys-
tems has developed a "language iden-
tifier," which he described in his paper
"A Computer Program for Automatic
Natural-Language ldentification of
On-Line Text."

The European Commission's
JAPANINFO project, which uses MT
(Systran and Fujitsu systems) to
retrieve information from Japanese
data bases, w:ls one of the recent MT
applications cited by Veronica Lawson,
a London-based MT consultant.
Veronica also mentioned specialized
multilingual information systems being
developed in Canada: CRITTER,
which uses a single "reversible" gram-
mar to perform both analysis and syn-
thesis for the generation of reports in
French and English on the meat trade,
and another, RAREAS, which syn-
thesizes marine weather forecasts in
English and French from a data base.

Conferenc e \ap-Up
She also commented on progress in the
development of real-time interpretive
(voice) MT - an area in which some ad-
vances are in fact being made.

Automation of Multilingual
Publishing: Case Studies

There is a trend toward simultaneous
publication in several languages, and
increasingly translators are becoming
involved in the technical steps of the
process, such as the manipulation of
character sets, the importation of files,
and the management of links with term
banks and MT systems.

Kicking off the session on Friday
morning Harald Hille, English ter-
minologist at the United Nations,
reported on solutions developed for the
representation of multiple languages,
including Russian, Chinese, and
Arabic, in the terminology bulletins is-
sued by UNHQ. He also described
strategies, complementary to those of
Ken Beesley, for determining the lan-
guage of a text in an unidentified data
stream.

A suite of papers described the use

of automation for multilingual product
documentation at three major corpora-
tions: IBM, Hewlett Packard, and
Xeror Ed Lippmann, speaking for
IBM, identified the different decision
points in the process. Doug DeVries
reported on strategies used at Hewlett
Packard, where he is responsible for
coordinatiog u variety of solutions and
input from different documentation
sites. The solutions used include tradi-
tional translation, machine-aided
translation with the use of software
from ALP Systems, and full machine
translation using the LOGOS system.
Maria Russo's presentation, "Integra-
tion of MT in Workstation Publishing"
included a professionally produced
videotape which showed how Systran
machine translation is used to generate
product manuals in five foreign lan-
guages--French, German, Italian, Por-
tuguese, and Spanish.

In a downshift from large-scale to
small, Tim Mourt igh* of the Chapel
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Hill Harvester Church in Decatur,
Georgia, told about his experience over
the past four years usingWeidner's PC-
based MicroCAT MT system to
produce religious books in Spanish.

The session wound up with a presen-

tation on the pleasures and pitfalls of
multilingual desktop publishing by Ted
Crump and Ira Shannon. It included a
live demonstration of optical scanning
on two different OCR systems and
manipulation of the imported files
using Ventura software. Lea con-
cluded by sounding a few notes of cau-
tion.

New D,evelopments

The final session, on Saturday morn-
iog, was devoted to news about
developments in 1988 in the field of
translation and computers.

Heralding a new era in language
technology, the Canadian Government
announced the availability of TER-
MIUM, its term bank in French and
English, on CD-ROM. The disk, which
can be accessed by a CD-ROM reader
attached to any lBM-compatible PC, is

being provided to a selected group of
users on a trial basis over the next 18

months and will then be available for
sale to the general public. Monique
Larichellidre, Director of the Transla-
tion Bureau's Promotion and Client
Services, gave a presentation with ex-
amples of screens retrieved from the
disk. Although TERMIUM's
maittframe version contains entries in
Spanish and German, these languages
are not included on the disk.

Continuing in the spotlight, Canada's
Translation Bureau was also the subject
of the second presentation, in which
Moise L€uy reported on its ongoing
trial with the LOGOS machine transla-
tion system. According to the data
provided by Moise, productivity is up
70Vo-80Vo when considered in terms of
postediting alone, and when time spent
on dictionary updating and research is
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included, the improvement is about
30Vo.

LOGOS, in turn" znnounced a series
of new products and services, including
its English-Spanisfu system and the PC
software environment FILIUS, off-
spring of ALEX, the Automatic
LEXicographer, and his sweetie
SEMANTHA.

Alan Weaver, representing ALP Sys-

tems, provided an impromptu clarifica-
tion of his compan/s current stance in
the MT market. With a recent shift in
emphasis toward the provision of trans-
lation services, ALP Systems has ic-
quired a numbe r of translation bureaus
around the world and is in the process
of implementing a wide-ranging net-
work in which itsvarious software pack-
ages will be used. Development
continues, ild existing customers are,
of course, beiog supported.

The program concluded with a
presentation of "TOVNIA: The Learn-
ing Systemr" an MT system from Israel
introduced in the U.S. in the past year
which is currently operational from
English to French and is b"iog used by
a translation bureau in London.

Other Computer Topics in Seattle

Much valuable material on the subject
of computers was offered as part of
other sessions as welt including presen-
tations on: the translator workstation
(Charles Teubner), on-line database
retrieval for technical translators (Bon-
nie Carson), communications (Sci-
Tech Division Meeting), term banks
(session on terminologSr), and machine
translation in Japan (Marshall Unger,
under the aegis of the Japanese
Division). In addition, there was a high-
ly successful full-day pre-conference
workshop given by Bill Grimes and
Betty Howell which covered what
translators need to know about the PC.
Next year Bill and Betty will be moving

on to communications and other
aspects not dealt with in Seattle.

TAC Committee Plans for 1989

The TAC Committee met and dis-
cussed themes and issues to be covered
in the 1989 Conference. One topic al-
ready approved unanimously is "The
Translator Workstation." A complete
list of topics and call for papers will be
issued in this colu-t'.

-- Muriel Vasconcellos
Chair, Committee on Translation
and Computers


